
 

Chapter 6: Achievement of QoE with QoS 

Introduction: 

 In this chapter we have the quality improvement of entire network communication 

with cell regions and by arranging small antenna like FEMTOCELSS. When user is 

showing more interested in wireless communication all network areas are changed to 

wireless mode. Establishing wireless communication network is easier, less cost compared 

with the wired network establishment. The network is now wireless to provide signal 

coverage to the entire geographical area it is divided into cells which are represented in 

hexagonal shape, if we select cell shape as hexagonal then entire will be covered without 

any gap. Other reason is in hexagonal shape arrangement of BTS at center is very easy 

because it is equal distance from each edge, so signal coverage will be done for entire cell 

region. By having this arrangement communication is established but day by day the in this 

concreate world the building heights are increased as they are need for public as leaving 

places. Due to this obstacle the antenna is unable to provide signal coverage to each corner 

of house or office places.  

 

 By having drastic improvement of number of users load on cell region is increased. 

To share the load and provide signal to each corner of house or office region a small cell 

arrangement was done with having FEMTOCELL. With this arrangement a quality of 

service is given by the network providers, but the user is not getting quality of experience. 

This is missing because of call blocking, call drops, interference of channels from one 

region to next cell region. To avoid all this issues allocation of channels (CA) in affective 

manner is started. With this channel utilization is increased.  

 

6.1 Quality of Service to avoid call drops and CA delay 

 

 In figure 6.1 it is shown that how a cell region will have the quality measurement 

value in each place of cell region, while this value is calculating the RSRP value will be 

taken into consideration [96]. If we see the cell edges, there allocating the channel to user 

from available radio blocks is very difficult because entire regions will have less strength 



 

even based on user need channel will be allocated. When user is moving from the current 

cell region to other cell region then new channel allocation to be done this method is called 

as handoff mechanism which we addressed in chapter 4. So same handoff mechanism is 

applied here also. 

 

Figure 6.1: Quality indicator value based on RSRP. 

 

 As the network quality is measured channel allocation and throughput is measured 

are two key points. We will consider the user demand they need better quality in allocation 

of channel, or they need more packets to be transferred. These parameters are considered 

as CA and M. This process to be done in allocated time which is measured in scheduling 

process.  

 

…………… (10) 

 

As we mentioned the formula it is used to measure the data rate at time interval of 

i. Here the value initially taken based on service how many packets can be transmitted in 

the period as Mi . based on this value average value which we measure at all time intervals 

will be taken by having sum of all mi value in all time intervals which are obtained by the 

MSC. If these values are more than the threshold value, then system is with quality of 

service. In other case the quality will not be measured.  



 

  

 Next level of consideration is how users at cell edge will be handled, to measure 

this problems measurement of user distance form base station and comparing with the r of 

cell be updated at VLR. 

 

6.2 Increasing signal strength with good RSRP 

  

In this session the point which is increasing signal strength with good RSRP values 

which is getting by having femtocell in cellular region mentioned in chapter3. Again, this 

we are mentioned here to give good quality to user with experience also. Before 

considering the strength of signal first we will calculate the using of radio block which is 

given to cellular region will be measured by having the percentage of allocated with the 

available radio blocks in the region. Based on this radio block usage statistics will be 

measured [97]. In few cases like army, road, and train transportation for those locations 

instead of having general antennas if we place directional antenna will give good signal 

exposure in the path in which is projecting the signal and RSRP is good in that direction.  

 

 

6.2.1 UE velocity of movement between CELLS 

  

As it is wireless mode of user communication in cellular region users will move 

from cell region to second cell region. Based on user velocity the communication will be 

finalized. If high velocity users switching from one cell to immediate next if we, do it will 

lead to ping pong affect. To reduce this type of users can get the ch from the radio blocks 

by having the ch barrow concept. From all the users sate opinion values will be addressed 

and the mean value will be calculated by having this QoE will be decided [98].  This mean 

value is less than the given quality value then resource allocation to be done to the users 

whose signal strength is less.  

 

 As the structure of network cell, the entire users are classified in to two categories 

where the users under macro cell region are macro cell users (MCU). And users who are 



 

under cell coverage FEMTO called as FEMTO users (FU). Now while happening the 

channel allocation interference value to be reduced between these two categories of users. 

Now the FEMTO region is open access to all users any user can come to that region and 

can get the signal properly.  

 

 

Figure 6.2: QoE and QoS admin system working model. 

 

In above Figure 6.2 all signal values will be taken considerations on these the 

average bandwidth will be calculated [99]. Based on the statistical values three finger model 

is derived then the dimensions are defined as one for QoS/QoE measurement, total users 

in the network and mean number of users satisfied with the available network availability. 

Then the procedure will be sent to QoS to estimate the quality value having parameters for 

measurement are satisfaction levels are Sa(k-2) and Sa(k-1) with the sequential values and 

the values within the ranges then users who are utilizing the signal may have quality 

network. In the final stage of evaluation of quality, the mobility of user flow will be shown 

and decision to be taken with measured values by repeating the steps 2 to 3.  

 



 

With the measurement values the user decision also play a key role in the cell 

selection. In the entire mechanism the values of quality are measured with different values 

of call time, the time duration values are on an avg as 1.83 mints and we tested with 3.6 

mints which gives best results in the process of channel allocation. 

 

6.2.2 Channel allocation to UE entered to FEMTO CELL  

  

 In the process of quality measurement allocation of channel to be done based on 

priority scheduling mechanism. In the following figure 6.3 we are representing the two set 

of arrays having user ID values which are from MACRO and FEMTO cell regions where 

they are waiting for the channel allocation.  

 

  

Figure 6.3: Allocating channel based on priority scheduling. 

 

  In figure 6.3 scheduling mechanism which is applied as priority-based algorithm 

[100]. The priority will be given to users who are macro cell users and in case of cognitive 

methods to primary person called as PU. If the network condition like handle a greater 

number of subscribers, then priority will be differ based during the call duration. In the 

process user move to FEMTO region from the macro cell region then data set available in 

small cell region will be updated and it will be assigned to VLR for monitoring of users 

who are affected with ping pong issues.  



 

  

 In preemptive scheduling if any user waiting in queue for channel requirement, then 

switching node will get the queue node user ids to process for channel allocation. 

6.3 Handling of Increased Hand Off 

  

Figure 6.4: Handoff process to handle multiple calls. 



 

To make coverage of signal in cell region so many MICRI, PICO and FEMTO 

regions are arranged. So, while user is moving in cell regions switching from one region to 

next region channel allocation should be done dynamically to perform good handoff 

mechanism.   

When user having high velocity with the direction angle which cross the MACRO 

cell location region then that should be handover to new cell region. With the angle of 

direction and radius of cell region the switching time will be predicted. The handoff counts 

will be measured as H=Function (speed of device, projection of move, radius of cell 

region). With this function the handoff counts will be measured at Base Station switching 

center. If counts are calculated based on estimation, then priority to users based on 

switching count can be handled as shown in figure 6.4. 
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6.4 RSRP value measurements in LTE with FETMTOCELL 

 

 In general approach of LTE the signal strength values which are measure as RSRP 

are measured under different network coverage ranges. Compared to these after arranging 

the FEMTOCELL the values are increased so the user is getting good quality of 

communication. 



 

 

  

Figure 6.5: RSRP value comparison. 

In the above figure 6.5 the values will be taken in such a way that x axis is measured 

as distance from BS and Y axis is measured as RSRP values. Good RSRP value meaning 

having less value because it is measured with negative sign.  

 

6.5 Conclusion 

 Now the entire communication is wireless mode to perform communication cell 

regions are arranged and entire geographical area is covered. With the drastic increase of 

users in wireless communication, providing service to all users FEMTOCELL regions are 

arranged to provide quality of service. This is achieved by maintaining good RSRP values 

at each cell region including small cell regions which are be connected with DSL. 

 

 

 

 

 


